AGM
=/\=/\=/\= Resume Mission =/\=/\=/\=
Captain Lewis
::on bridge::
Doctor Othis
::walking to work, after getting some rest::
Ens. Morrell
::in Engineering::
Ens Heinlein
::::On bridge in Councelors seat ::
Cmdr. French
:: At Tac, Monitoring console ::
Cmdr. Mitchell
::notices someone has found his purple fuzzy dice and hung them by the FCO console::
Lt. McDowell
::sits at Engineering console on Bridge, trying to access the runabout's remote control computer::
Captain Lewis
Dresdan: Status
Cmdr. Dresden
::On the Bridge in XO's position::
Lt. McDowell
Mitchell: Don't blame me if that fuzz gets in the keyboard and makes the gelpacs sneeze.
Cmdr. Mitchell
::plots a really good course to circomvent the runabout before it hits the NZ;;
Cmdr. French
:: Overhears the CO and decides to help the XO ::
Cmdr. French
XO : Ship in Yellow Alert, "Pursuit configuration" tactital status
Captain Lewis
::waits::
Ens Heinlein
Captain : Captain we should think about a memorial service for those we have lost 
Ens. Morrell
{#}McDowell: Chief, we are running at 98% efficiency.  Permission to try and correct this.
Cmdr. Dresden
CO: we have the runabbout qarp trail and we should be able to gain on them just before they reach the N Zone
Captain Lewis
Heinlein: that's being arranged...
Lt. McDowell
::keeps running into a "host not found" message::
Doctor Othis
<Doctor Landt: Where are you?>
Cmdr. Mitchell
{#}French: Mr. French, if you would feed me those co-ordinates....
Lt. McDowell
{#}Morrell: Why? That's actually better than normal.
Ens Heinlein
Captain : Good 
Captain Lewis
Mitchell : maintain speed and course
Cmdr. French
FCO : Tracking data relayed to your console ... she's all yours .. :: Grins ::
Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: Aye, skipper.
Ens. Morrell
{#}McDowell:  Are you telling me that you will settle for less than 100% efficiency Chief?  ::slight frown beginning to form::
Cmdr. Dresden
CO: There is one concern I have....
Cmdr. French
Xo Sir ... ??
Doctor Othis
::walks through the door to sickbay:: Room: Good morning everyone, or whatever time of day it is.
Captain Lewis
Dresdan: yes?
Cmdr. Dresden
Yes French
Cmdr. French
XO : Sir ... I think there is a main security issue that eluded us ....
Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: Capt. If I've timed this correct, we should drop out of warp right in front of the runabout.
Ens Heinlein
:::Reviews other ships personnel records to try to get up to date ::
Cmdr. French
XO : The device Lt Mc Dowel found  by was a fake allright ... but that let the question of who placed it ... and when ?

Captain Lewis
Mitchell: excellent
Doctor Othis
::Walks to office::
Lt. McDowell
{#}Morrell: Is that a problem Ensign? 95% is the top-rated efficiency rating for an organic warp core. We've already hit the recordbooks. 100% is NOT attainable, mind you.
Lt. McDowell
Lewis: Sir, I've tried to access the runabout's computer system for remote shutdown, but the computer's locked out. Reason unknown.
Cmdr. Mitchell
::hopes he's got this down tight tonight::
Cmdr. Dresden
French:  I agree,Cdr.  We do need to tighten the ship up.  I am also wondering if that fake device was placed by a traiter
Captain Lewis
McDowell: keep working onit.........
Doctor Othis
Replacator: Tea! Bolinan sipce! 60 degrees!
Lt. McDowell
::walks over to OPS::
Ens. Morrell
{#}McDowell:  Not a problem at all Chief.  I have just been brought up that you can always do better than what you are doing at the moment.  That always has and always be one of my major goals.  I hope this doesn't present a conflict sir.
Cmdr. French
XO : Sir ... I think we'll hace to see to that ......... later I guess
Cmdr. French
Mitchel : Cmdr ?
Captain Lewis
Dresdan, French:  to my ready room please.....Mitchell take the bridge momentarily please............
Cmdr. French
CO : Aye Sir ....
Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: Capt. I'm picking up the runabout on the Nav Console now.
Ens Heinlein
:::Looks up at Captian ::
Captain Lewis
Mitchell: status?
Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: Aye, Captain
Captain Lewis
Mitchell:  how close is it to the Nz?
Cmdr. Dresden
Captain: Sir, what do you think the chances of the terrorists transfering off the runabout while they were out of sensor range?P::follows CO to RR::
Cmdr. French
:: Transfert TAc concole to a Young Ens,. and walks toward the RR ::
Doctor Othis
::walks out to sickbay:: Room: Has anyone seen our fearless leader recently?
Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: 5 Minutes 
Captain Lewis
dresdan: good as any i suppose...we'll find out soon enough
Lt. McDowell
{#}Morrell: Not at all. Suggestion...Relax a bit. I HATE fresh-from-the-Academy Ensigns that are paranoid. ::slight chuckle::
Doctor Othis
<nurse> Othis: She was here earlier today.
Captain Lewis
::enters RR::
Cmdr. Mitchell
::moves to command chair::
Lt. McDowell
Darnit... ::hits console, and walks back to the ENG console::
Captain Lewis
::turns to Dresdan and French::
Cmdr. French
:: Let the XO and CO enter the RR and follows in ::
Cmdr. Dresden
::enterRR and takes position ::
Ens. Morrell
{#}  This is relaxed sir.  Didn't someone tell you that I am about almost 1/2 Vulcan?
Ens. Morrell
<Mcdowell..  Sorry, I forgot it>
Captain Lewis
dresdan, french:  I have a report here on the security of this ship...
Cmdr. Mitchell
Tac:  I'll want to have all weapons locked and loaded when we drop out of warp.
Captain Lewis
both: I don't like what i see
Lt. McDowell
Mitchell: Sir, they must've rewritten the lockout codes. We now know that the computer is attainable, but access is forbidden.
Doctor Othis
::sits in office chair with feet on desk, reading reports and sipping tea::
Captain Lewis
French: you are now head of security,  I expect as soon as you are able, to assertain the problem and solve it.....understood?
Ens Heinlein
:::Making notes of who requires treatment into Padd :::
Cmdr. French
<ens Warlord> Mitchell : Shields at 50 %, Phaser banks powered up and on  "Hold fire" status.
Cmdr. French
CO : Understood Sir ...
Cmdr. Mitchell
McD:  Okay, let's see if we can stop them and not blow it up.
Captain Lewis
Both: dismissed
Lt. McDowell
::overhears that:: 50%?!?!? I just had them to full power!
Captain Lewis
::exits RR::
Doctor Othis
::walks out into the main sickbay:: ::sees a patient with a pained look on his face beeing treated by a nurse.::
Cmdr. Dresden
CO: Sir, ther eis one more matter....
Captain Lewis
Mitchell; Status please?
Lt. McDowell
::brings up the power distribution net::
Captain Lewis
::looks at Dresdan: yes?
Cmdr. French
CO : Sir ... I will need Carte Blanche for this purpose Sir 
Cmdr. Mitchell
CO:  Capt. the runabout just snuck into the NZ
Doctor Othis
Nurse: thank you, i'll take it from here.
Captain Lewis
::mutters::
Doctor Othis
::nurse walks away::
Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: It seems my timing is just a smidge off.
Cmdr. French
:: Heads back toards TAc as he sees ens. Warlord sweating under Mitchell's pressure ..::
Cmdr. Dresden
CO: I am concerned that the runabout is empty by now.
Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: We cannot access the command codes to shut it down.
Cmdr. French
Mitchell : Commander ??
Captain Lewis
Mitchell: understood....
Doctor Othis
Crewmen: so how did you do it this time charles, Preceey squares? 
Doctor Othis
::scans crewmans arm::
Lt. McDowell
::computer bell goes off:: CO: Captain, the Runabout computer has granted access, but systems are fluctuating.
Ens. Morrell
(#)McDowell:  Chief, do you need any assistance up there?
Ens Heinlein
Mitchell ther are no "Back doors " ?
Captain Lewis
McDowell: what are your readings?
Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: Capt. Approaching NZ
Captain Lewis
Mitchell: slow to impulse and hold course jsut outside theNZ
Doctor Othis
::Snaps tricorder closed:: Crewmen: Just as I thought, its broken in the same place.
Lt. McDowell
CO: Warp drive is coming and going...sensors the same...wea....damn...
Captain Lewis
McDowell: what is it?
Lt. McDowell
CO: The main computer just went offline. I can't regain access.
Cmdr. French
:: Take over TAc ... ::
Cmdr. Dresden
Mcdowell: can you scan the interior of the ship?
Cmdr. French
Mitchell : Sir ??
Doctor Othis
::Starts reparing the crewmans arm::
Lt. McDowell
::turns back around in his chair::
Cmdr. Mitchell
Heinlein:  Hmm, there should be, but you'll ahve to go thru the sub routine for the Replicator on board the Runabout
Captain Lewis
McDowell: can you get a reading on the occupants of the shuttle?
Lt. McDowell
CO: Hold on.
Cmdr. Mitchell
French: Mr. French?
Cmdr. French
Mitchell : We're in Ship in Yellow Alert, "Pursuit configuration" tactital status. therefore the Shields don't have to be on 100% .. that is Combat posture Sir.
Dr.(Lt.) Landt
<sorry...computer problems>
Doctor Othis
Landt: Ah, Good morning Doctor.
Ens Heinlein
Michell : It may be a way then ? Beam a reciver with a lind to let you into the port ?
Lt. McDowell
::keeps getting the same answer, cannot establish connection::
Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::walks out of her office::  Good morning Lt.
Cmdr. Mitchell
French: This close to the NZ, we'd better be prepared for anything!
Cmdr. French
XO : Sir ... Extended Wrning Sensors shows a disturbance ... aprox . 15000kn in the NZ
Ens. Morrell
::walks around and checks the status of Engineering::
Doctor Othis
Landt: it seems that mr. parsons here has broken his arm.
Lt. McDowell
CO: The Runabout computer is completely offline. I can't use internal sensors.
Cmdr. Dresden
BRIDGE:shields up, Red alert...
Cmdr. French
XO : Tracks are being processed .... no IFF as of now ....Tracks are assumed as hostiles, possible threats.

Lt. McDowell
CO: Long-range sensors from here, yes. But that'd be a NZ treaty violation.
Cmdr. French
XO : Aye Sir, Sounding Red Alert and Raising shields to 100% output. {alert}

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
Othis: Well, let's give him a hypo of pain killers and fix his arm
Captain Lewis
McDowell:  alright
Ens Heinlein
::::puts away Padd :::
Cmdr. Mitchell
Heinlein: Yes, that shoule do it.
Cmdr. Dresden
French: How many?
Lt. McDowell
::goes back around to the main screen::
Captain Lewis
French: do we have a fix on that disturbance?
Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::hears alert::  Let's do the red alert thing.
Cmdr. French
XO : Sir .... multiple bogeys incoming. recomand Red Alert Status.... last estimate 2 blips

Doctor Othis
Landt: Three steps ahead of you Doc. Parsons: You should be o.k. 
Cmdr. Mitchell
CO:  Capt., we've lost the lock on the runabout.
Ens. Morrell
{#}McDowell:  Chief?  Can I assist you in any way up there, or from down here?
Ens Heinlein
::Stows loose gear in vicinity ::
Lt. McDowell
::brings back up power nets, does a fast L4 (10-second) diagnostic on all systems::
Cmdr. French
XO  : Switching to Combat posture, Sir

Captain Lewis
Mitchell: try to re establish
Ens. Morrell
::hears Red Alerts klaxons going off::
Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::secures all med supplies and follows red alert procedure::
Cmdr. Dresden
<I already said REd Alert>
Cmdr. French
XO : Sensors just shown an explosion on the last Runabout's bearing .... debris fields reading....
Doctor Othis
{#} Bridge: Status Bridge? 
Ltjg Ber
::red alert and I'm in the bathroom, jeez::
Lt. McDowell
{#}Morrell: Just hold on tight and start holding back the water when the pipes start cracking.
Cmdr. Mitchell
::initiates alpha 1 manuevre::
Cmdr. Dresden
French: are the bogeys on our side of NZ?
Ltjg Ber
::out to station::
Doctor Othis
::gets on the main viewer, in the office::
Lt. McDowell
::reads over the debris field::
Captain Lewis
McDowell: verification on that debris?
Ens. Morrell
{#}McDowell: Aye sir.
Ltjg Ber
::uh oh::
Cmdr. Mitchell
::watches the bogeys on the nav screen::
Lt. McDowell
CO: Checking.
Cmdr. Mitchell
::assigns ID numbers to them::
Cmdr. Dresden
French: are bogeys on our side?
Doctor Othis
::watching whats going on outside on the screen::
Ens. Morrell
Engineering:  Ok guys.  Prepare for problems and system failures.
Captain Lewis
Dresdan: Status?
Cmdr. French
XO : The disturbance is sitll in the NZ ..I lost the readings on the bogeys ... could have be an artifac ... but there is definitly something there Sir
Cmdr. Mitchell
::scans to see what class and race::
Lt. McDowell
::reads it off:: CO: Confirmed sir. Full warpcore breach. The runabout is destroyed.
Captain Lewis
McDowell: any way of telling if the occupants were beamed off?
Doctor Othis
::Turns  to Landt:: We're under attack!
Cmdr. Dresden
CO: Sir, we have 2 bogeys insoide the NZ...we also confirm the debree of the runabout..
Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::keeps in red alert mode while checking patients::
Cmdr. Mitchell
::thinks to self....Damn, I rally liked flying that runabout, I'll miss it::
Doctor Othis
::turns back to the Viewer::
Ltjg Ber
Cap: Sensors just went off line!
Ens. Morrell
{#}McDowell: Chief, I am reading a full sensor system failure!  I'm on it myself now.
Lt. McDowell
CO: That would not be my department, sir. ::slight grin::
Cmdr. Mitchell
::Initiates evasive manuvers::
Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::walks over to viewscreen::  Do you know by who?
Lt. McDowell
::mumbles:: Oh this is good.
Lt. McDowell
::gets up and walks over to SCI 2::
Ens. Morrell
::goes over to a console::
Cmdr. French
XO : Sir ... The bogeys have faded ... could have been an artifacts on Sensors ... but the distrubance is now plotted 10000km in the NZ
Cmdr. Dresden
CO: I think that those bogeys picked up our terrorists and the destruction of the Runabout is just to make us give up on trying to capture them.
Captain Lewis
Dresdan: agreed .......suggestions?
Ltjg Ber
::lets look at this sensor problem,hmmmmmm::
Cmdr. Dresden
French: thank you...but I don't think those bogeys are sensor blips.
AGM
Action:  Sensors come back online {deck} and the bogeys are not detectable.
Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: Capt.  We are now AT the NZ!
Doctor Othis
Landt: no but . . . {#} Bridge: Status? Should we prepare for casulties
Lt. McDowell
Oh...nice...
Doctor Othis
::looks at screen::
Captain Lewis
Mitchell :: all stop
Ltjg Ber
Cap: We're back on line again, getting a reading
Ens. Morrell
{#}McDowell:  Chief, sensor systems back online.
Cmdr. Dresden
CO: We either go into the NZ and violate treaty or we withdraw.
Lt. McDowell
Makes Engineering's job just a slight bit easier. ::walks back over::
Cmdr. Mitchell
CO:  All stop, Aye.
Doctor Othis
::Thinks:: What the hell, there gone
Ens Heinlein
Captain : perhaps it is a virus in our Computers somehow ?
Dr.(Lt.) Landt
Othis:  we already did, when the red alert sounded.  That's part of the red alert procedure.
Ltjg Ber
Cap: we're being bombarded with some type of radiation,
Cmdr. French
:: Checks EWS (early Warning Sensors) routine ::
Cmdr. Mitchell
::brings ship to screeching halt::
Lt. McDowell
Heinlein/CO: Not possible. Level 4 diagnostics would detect any virii in the computer core.
Cmdr. Mitchell
::watches Inertial Dampener field and hopes it holds::
Doctor Othis
Landt: Just checking, sometimes there are better jobs to be done.
Ltjg Ber
Cap; tachyon emmissions are being detected
Captain Lewis
Dresdan:  I don't think a withdrawl at this time.....send out a hailing frequency.....see if anyone is out there...?
Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::feels ship stopping and stumbles forward::
Doctor Othis
::grabs bulkhead::
Ens Heinlein
McDowell : just a thought
Captain Lewis
::looks at Mitchell::   ::thought he knew how to fly this thing::
Cmdr. Dresden
Co: aye sir, ::indicates to ops to open haio:::
Ltjg Ber
Cap: we're getting multiple reading, high tachyon particle flow coming from the NZ
Doctor Othis
Landt: Maybe one of us should go to the bridge.
Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::looks at othis::  ::continues to prepare for casualties
Cmdr. Mitchell
::sees look by Capt. and thinks.... She did say stop....::
Lt. McDowell
<it's gotta be the fuzzy dice. They're getting in the way. :D>
Dr.(Lt.) Landt
Othis:  I'll go.
Doctor Othis
::prepares for casulties::
Cmdr. French
Mitchell : FCO for your Info ... Weapons are Go ... just gimme a good angle igf needed :: Smiles ::
Captain Lewis
Ber:: confirm those readings...and  their origin
Ltjg Ber
Cap: i think we have company
Doctor Othis
Landt: i'll hold the fort ::Winks::
Captain Lewis
on screen
Cmdr. Dresden
CO: Sir, the Romulans may wish to make an attempt at us...with our new technology and all.  We may have attracted them BACK to our side.
Dr.(Lt.) Landt
Othis:  Good luck.  ::walks out of sickbay::
Cmdr. Mitchell
French:  Aye, I'll do what I can to give it to you.
Ltjg Ber
Cap: the readings are relatively close to the debris field
Ens. Morrell
::check status monitor::
Cmdr. Mitchell
French:  I hate it when I loss a ship.
Doctor Othis
::chugs the rest of his tea, and continues working::
Ens. Morrell
::modified a couple of things::
Ens. Morrell
::checks monitor again, and smiles::
Captain Lewis
Dresdan: as long as we stay on this side..we don't want to provoke them...
Lt. McDowell
Dresden: Are you suggesting that they've already violated the treaty, and have just waltzed right in?
Cmdr. Mitchell
French:  It really makes me angry!
Ltjg Ber
::lets put some more pacs on line for backup::
Ens Heinlein
:::poders what could ne happening :::
Cmdr. French

Mitchell ; So do I
Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::briskly walks toward bridge::
Ltjg Ber
::panel 3 36b, 29n::
Captain Lewis
::waits for response from hails::
Cmdr. French
:: Cross checks Weapons Status and Shields output ::
Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::enters bridge::
Ltjg Ber
Cap: I have three distinct readings around the debris field
Cmdr. Dresden
CO: I think that the earlier readings were unclaoked War Birds beaming abourd the terrorists...they are now cloaked and considering what they want to do about us.  That is my hypothosis, sir.
Captain Lewis
::nods to Landt::
Lt. McDowell
Computer: Computer, run subroutine Alpha 2-3 Baker.
Cmdr. Mitchell
{#}McD:  Engineering... How's the main ID field holding?
AGM
COM:  This is the Romulan NZ Defense System.  Do not proceed into the Neutral Zone.  To do so would will be in violation of the Treaty of Algeron.  ::message keeps repeating::
Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::nods back::
Ltjg Ber
::whoa, my ears!!::
Cmdr. French
:: Mutes RA  alarms and Dim theRA wrming  lights and on the bridge ::
Captain Lewis
Dresdan: send this message over comm channels...
Ltjg Ber
::takes monitor out of ear and shakes head::
Lt. McDowell
{#}You're the one reading things. It's up to you.
Doctor Othis
::Glances at screen:: ::Mutters:: Rommies
Dr.(Lt.) Landt
Heinlein:  <w>  What's going on?
Lt. McDowell
::starts lip-sinking to the message::
Cmdr. Dresden
CO: Comm open sir, ready to send and repeat your message.
Cmdr. Mitchell
{#}McD:  Just double checking...
Ens Heinlein
Landt : it would seem that we keep getting ghost readings on the other side of the NZ ...They may be there or not 
Ltjg Ber
Cap: the three readgins are moving away from the debris field 
Captain Lewis
Dresdan: ::nods:: This is Captain Lewis of the USS Geneva..we are in pursuit of a band of terrorists, that have killed a member of the federation..we would appreciate any assistance in recapturing them...
Cmdr. Mitchell
::continues to monitor the "ghosts" on the Nav console screen::
Ltjg Ber
Cap: they are coming up to the NZ line
Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::nods to heinlein and sits down by him::
Ltjg Ber
Cap: Their side, directly ahead
Captain Lewis
::nods to Ber::
Lt. McDowell
::hands a PADD to the Cap, which states that records indicate there WAS a beamout. Destination unknown, but within the NZ::
Ens Heinlein
:::Feels the disturbance the doctor is suffering ..but not its cause :::
Cmdr. Mitchell
::thinks to self..... this could get interesting::
Cmdr. Dresden
CO: Sir, we have a hail
Captain Lewis
::takes PADD:: thank you Mcdowell
Captain Lewis
Dresdan: on screen ........
Cmdr. French
XO : Readings from Science confirmed .... 
Cmdr. Dresden
::on screen :::
Doctor Othis
::Starts to get sick of the flashing red alert lights::
Ens Heinlein
:::looks at screen ::L
AGM
<Romulan> COM:  This Commander Terek.
Ltjg Ber
Cap: readings are showing no movement now, hard to pinpoint locations
Cmdr. Dresden
French: thank you...
Cmdr. French
XO : Warbird declaocking bearing 358 mark 54 !
Ltjg Ber
::ah, there they are::
Captain Lewis
Terek: grettings. I am Capt. Lewis of the USS Geneva
AGM
<Romulan> COM:  We have monitored your communication and we have come to a remarkable comclusion.
Doctor Othis
::Watches screen::
Cmdr. Dresden
French: hold here steady.  do not lock on...maintain shield status.
Captain Lewis
::raises eyebrow:: COM: and what would that be?
Cmdr. French
{#} Morell : Get ready to boost the shields if needed we've compagny
Ltjg Ber
::terek, I read a paper on him::
Lt. McDowell
::sits back and watches the lovely fireworks between the two caps::
Cmdr. Mitchell
::prepares evasive manuvers for the encounter and includes a combat manuver::
AGM
<Terek> COM:  We apprehended your criminals because they violated the NZ.  We intend to bring them back to Romulus for punishment.
Cmdr. French
XO : Aye Sir .... Not tracking .. maintaining " Hold Fire" Status
Cmdr. Dresden
 ::nods to Frech::
AGM
<Terek>  COM:  And we will then inform your Federation of the violation.
Ltjg Ber
::lets route some power to the main deflector dish, just in case::
Cmdr. Dresden
::frecnh::
Ltjg Ber
::tap, tap, tap::
Cmdr. Dresden
::LOLfrench::
AGM
<Terek> COM:  Which we ourselves have done.
Cmdr. French
:: Sees the XO nodding around and guesses it's for him ::
Cmdr. Mitchell
::thinks, if the Rommy is interested in justice, why not just beam the terrorist out into space::
Lt. McDowell
::feeds Ber's mouth full of power::
Ltjg Ber
::very unlike him, hmmmmmm::
AGM
<Terek>  ::waits for a response::
Ltjg Ber
Cap: A word
Captain Lewis
COM: with all due respect ....
Cmdr. Mitchell
::that's solve eveyone's problems and save a bunch of time::
Ens Heinlein
Captain :<w> He is thinking that they will get more milage by this than by turning them over to us 
Captain Lewis
COM:  why did you beam them out of the shuttle..you could have just blown them up with it
Captain Lewis
::nods to heinlen::
AGM
<Terek>  They will be what you would call "an example" to the rest of the Federation.
Cmdr. Dresden
::thinks that they could have just towed them to Romulus as well and saved the shuttle::
Ltjg Ber
Cap; remember, there was a romulan with them, maybe, they can keep that one
Cmdr. French
:: Monitors the Warbird on Tac displays ::
Captain Lewis
COM:  they are renegades.......would serve no example to the federation.....on the other hand....
Lt. McDowell
::mumbles:: That still doesn't answer how the runabout was blown up.
AGM
<Terek> ::listens patiently::
Captain Lewis
COM:  if you release them to us.....their punishment would serve as an example to others
Cmdr. French
XO <w> : The Warbird is weapon down sir ... no hostile intention .. at least in the next 3 minutes.
Cmdr. Dresden
French: that makes me breath a little easier.  
Captain Lewis
COM: you have nothing to lose in handing them over to us
Cmdr. French
Bert : Any traces of Latinium in the debris you've scanned ?
Doctor Othis
<lagging>
Cmdr. French
XO <w> : Ithought So Sir ... :: grins ::
Ens Heinlein
Captain : Remind him the treaty also provides for this type of situation 
Captain Lewis
::Looks around at crew::
AGM
<Terek>  ::begins contemplating Lewis' words::
Ltjg Ber
::scanning debris field, lets, see, uh, whats this????::
Captain Lewis
Heinlein: he should be well aware of the treaty and it's stipulations
Lt. McDowell
::thinks Ensign telling the captain what to do. ok...::
Ens Heinlein
Captain the Atricle is 192-14 b sub 52 Closae co-operation against criminals
AGM
<Terek>  COM:  We will take the renegades back to Romulus and then we will contact your government.  ::moves hand to cut the comm::
Ltjg Ber
Cap: The debris field shows no sign of biological matter or, uh, latinum
Captain Lewis
COM: before you answer i should also remind you that there was other things aboard that shuttle........which did not show up in our scans of the debris
Cmdr. French
XO : I bet we're not gonna find any Latinium in the debris sir ...Bert is on it right now
Lt. McDowell
::reads over transporter logs again:: XO: Transporter readings that I got DID indicate metallic beamout along with the 3 passengers.
AGM
<Terek> COM:  And what would that be?
Captain Lewis
COM: there was a substantial amount of Latinum......
Cmdr. Dresden
French:  The Latinum is not the important thing right now anyway.  But it is good to have the information for the diplomats if this goes south...
Captain Lewis
COM:  it belongs to the Federation
Ltjg Ber
Cap: readings indicate not all the debris is accounted for, nacelles are missing along with warp equipment, only 50% of the shuttle is out there, IF That is our shuttle!!
Cmdr. French
XO : I guess it will not ... wait ... they're powering up their forwardd torpedoe Laucher
AGM
<Terek> COM:  I have no such knowledge of this.  ::shakes his head::  This does not concern me.
Cmdr. Dresden
French: it really serves us as a hole card right now...
Cmdr. French
McDowell : Check your power grid ... we may need all you have soon ...
Captain Lewis
COM: but it does concern the Federation
Lt. McDowell
::head jerks, and looks at Ber:: What?!?!
Cmdr. Dresden
CO: they are powering up forward torps..
Cmdr. French
XO : Report confirmed ... Forward Tor Launcher powering up ....
Ens Heinlein
Captain : <W> after you brought up the latinum he grew very nervous indeed
Captain Lewis
French: power weapons
Ltjg Ber
::uh oh::
Lt. McDowell
::brings up damage-control programs::
Captain Lewis
Mitchell: prepare evasives
Ltjg Ber
Cap: energy readings are increasing aboard their ship!!!
Captain Lewis
COM:  terek: why are you powering up your weapons?
Cmdr. French
XO :  Battle Section Aft, Dorsal and Ventral Saucer Section and Nacelles Arays  Phasers are up and loaded
         Aft, Forward and Saucer Module Photon Torpedoes launchers loaded ..... Sir.
Cmdr. Mitchell
CO:  Already done, Captain.
Cmdr. Dresden
::nods to French::
AGM
Action:  The communcation channel with Terek is cut as the Romulan ship's shields go up.
Cmdr. Mitchell
CO:  Ready to "Rock n Roll"
Captain Lewis
::raises eyebrow at Mitchell::  Let's get to it then
Lt. McDowell
So much for diplomacy. ::holds on::
Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::looks at heinlein with a "not again" look::
Ltjg Ber
{#}ensign youdoit: report to SS2 immediately
Captain Lewis
French: close hailing frequencies
Ens Heinlein
:::looks at Landt with a oh Yes Look :: 
Cmdr. Mitchell
CO:  You wish to cross the NZ, Captain?
Cmdr. Dresden
French: prepare to lock onto the last firing position of the nearest Bird and return fire on the Capatians command.
Cmdr. French
XO :Aye Sir ... 
Ltjg Ber
{#}<youdoit> Ber*:acknowledged
Captain Lewis
Mitchell: not yet.......
Cmdr. French
XO : Target Acquistion System engaged .... tracking.

Ltjg Ber
Cap: the other ships have faded from our sensors
Ens Heinlein
Landt : I know a bit of Medical if you get desperate :::grins :::
Cmdr. Mitchell
::watches the Nav. screen to keep track of all three Birds::
Ltjg Ber
::lets boost the hell out of these babies::
Cmdr. French
XO : Sir .. .. Target locked on.

Captain Lewis
French:  ::nods::
Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::smiles back::
Ltjg Ber
<youdoit>::enters bridge takes SS2
Lt. McDowell
These things can't fire when cloaked, correct? I don't want to be stuck with another Enterprise-A Khitomer situation.
Cmdr. Dresden
French: hold postion, maintian firing solutions
Captain Lewis
McDowell: their status?
Cmdr. Mitchell
::looks over to TAC and nods::
Cmdr. French
XO : Holding positin and fire, still tracking and keeping target locked
Cmdr. Dresden
Co: Captain Lewis, what do you have in mind, sir.
Ltjg Ber
::concentrates on single blip::
Captain Lewis
::hoping for  a stalemate::
Cmdr. French
FCO : FYI .. Tracking and targeting data relayed to your display
Cmdr. Mitchell
::double checks the interface between TAC and FCO::
Lt. McDowell
CO: The lead Bird has all weapons fully charged. Their singularity core is at full charge, and the other two Birds look like they've cloaked from the power bleed readouts.
Ltjg Ber
Youdoit: monitor the tachyon particles from the warbird while i search for the other ones
Captain Lewis
::nods to McDowell:
Captain Lewis
Dresdan: let's hope for a stale mate...they know if they fire first....
Ltjg Ber
<youdoit> Ber: aye, sir
Ens Heinlein
:::tries to read Tereks mind :::
Cmdr. Mitchell
::watches the Captain intently and holds hand over the button::
Ltjg Ber
::feels heinlein's attempt::
Cmdr. Dresden
CO: Sir, we cannot hope to match three Warbirds...
Lt. McDowell
::sees a warning flash go up on his screen:: CO: Sir, power bleed readouts on the other 2 birds have just been lost. Complete negative contact on them.
Captain Lewis
::smiles:: Dresdan:; i don't hope to match them....
Cmdr. Dresden
CO:  aye sir.
Ens Heinlein
Captain I think he is awaiting any action on our part
Captain Lewis
McDowell: keep tracking
Ltjg Ber
Cap: I'm having trouble finding the other ships, but there are several moons here, they might be on the other side of one
Cmdr. French
:: Checks Torp. launchers clearance ::
Captain Lewis
Ber: recalibrate your sensors...you should be able to get a reading
Cmdr. Mitchell
::makes note of the small moon and adjusts screen accordingly::
Cmdr. French
XO : Sir ... the warbird has just backed off weapons range.
Captain Lewis
:::paces::
Ens Heinlein
Captain : Captain he wants us to make the first move perhaps for political reasons
Captain Lewis
Heinlein: but of course.....
Ltjg Ber
Cap: If they decloaked behind the moons, we wont be able to detect their tachyon emmission, they won't be any
Lt. McDowell
Inverse phase-variance pulse maybe? It'll shake 'em up, and with things like they are here, they'll think it was a natural occurance.
Cmdr. Dresden
French: Good...maintain your status, Mr. French
Cmdr. French
XO : Maintaining combat readiness , weapons are go and shields on max output. Fire at CO's mark ....
AGM
Action:  The Warbird fires a torpedo {Torpedo} that detonates in front of the Geneva.  Not damage is taken.
Captain Lewis
::grins at McDowell:
Cmdr. Mitchell
::initiates evasive manuver::
Captain Lewis
French:  return fire
Ltjg Ber
::ship shakes, a little::
Lt. McDowell
::slight shudder:: This is fun.
Captain Lewis
French: just a warning shot....
Ltjg Ber
warning shot, youdoit, dont worry about it
Ens Heinlein
Captain : I think he is tryiong to force you to do the first damage 
Cmdr. Dresden
CO: They are taunting us Sir...
Cmdr. French
XO : Single torp fired, explosion at 90 km ... no damage ... a warning shot acroos our bow ?? :: Smiles ::
Captain Lewis
Dresdan:  ::smiles:: yes they are....
Cmdr. Dresden
CO: I recomend that we do the same.
Ltjg Ber
<youdoit> Ber: what ever you say,holding my own, thank you
Captain Lewis
Dresdan:  they don't want a conflict any more than we do
Lt. McDowell
CO: Like a mouse and cheese. One or the other will lose his patience at some point.
Cmdr. Dresden
CO: let them know we arn't wimps
Captain Lewis
Dresdan: I thought that is what we were doing?
Captain Lewis
::nods at McDowell:: 
Cmdr. Dresden
<oops>
Ltjg Ber
::lets scan these moons and see how far in i can go::
Ens Heinlein
Captain : Not Quite acfcurate ...He doesn't want any action that will make him look bad when he gets home 
AGM
Action:  Another torpedo {torpedo} is fired.  Detonating even closer to the Geneva.  Damage is still not taken.
Ltjg Ber
::chair wobbles:: whoa!
Captain Lewis
French:  :::nods to French:: repeat action
Captain Lewis
::steadies herself::
Lt. McDowell
CO: So they switch from Monterey Jack to sharp Cheddar.
Captain Lewis
::grins at mcDowell::
Cmdr. French
CO Aye SIR .Single shot, single torp, straight fire, detonation setted at a 80 km proximity.{torpedo}
Ltjg Ber
::these moons are made of iron, cant seem to get more that 6 klics thru::
Lt. McDowell
::walks over to the replicator:: Block cheese, 1.5 cm square. Colby.
Captain Lewis
Ber: send out a veridian sweep......should pick up any cloaks::
Ltjg Ber
aye Sir
Cmdr. Dresden
Co: Sir, we are being hailed again...Terek 
Captain Lewis
On Screen!
Lt. McDowell
::eats the cheese, and returns to his seat::
Ltjg Ber
::ok, veridian sweep, lets look that up[
Cmdr. Dresden
:;on screen::
Ens Heinlein
:::Watches screen ::
Cmdr. Mitchell
::measures distance between the Geneva and the NZ and notices the ship can nose a little closer::
Captain Lewis
COM:  This is capt. Lewis....
AGM
<Terek>  COM:  IT seems that we're at a stalemate, Captain Lewis.
Ltjg Ber
Cap: there they are, they are warping out of the area
Lt. McDowell
::thinks here's the fun part::
Ltjg Ber
Cap: i'm picking up two singuarity pulses leaving the area
Cmdr. French
XO :<w> Target locked .... I can wipe them out if needed Sir.
AGM
<Lewis>  Ber: ::nods::
Lt. McDowell
<uh oh...lag test>
Cmdr. Dresden
French: No, French...they are on their side...we can do nothing right now...it's up to the Captain at this point.
Cmdr. French
XO : Aye Sir ... just making you feeling better :: Grins ::
Cmdr. Dresden
<LOL>
Ltjg Ber
:;tachyon emmisions are down to normal backround radiation parameters now, good::
AGM
<Lewis>  COM:  You know what we want Commander.
Ens Heinlein
Captain : <w> I think he has a new found respect ofr you at any rate 
AGM
<terek> COM:  ::inclines his head::  This little fiasco has been interesting to say the least.
AGM
<Lewis>  COM:  That it has  ::she says a bit smugly::
Cmdr. French
XO : Roms dropping their shields .. do I go Wepoan down in sign of good will ?
Cmdr. French
<weapons>
Cmdr. Dresden
French: No, maintain status.
AGM
<terek>  COM:  Here are your renegades and your Latinum.
Ltjg Ber
:: piggybacks normal radiation and starts scanning the warbird::
Cmdr. French
XO : Aye Sir ... maitaining Combat Posture
AGM
Action:  The renegades and latinum is transported to the Geneva {transporter}
Lt. McDowell
<how fun...we on a permanent Pause Mission?>
Ltjg Ber
::hmm, no romulan::
Cmdr. Dresden
<Lewis>Terek: your cooperation will be mentioned in our reports
Cmdr. French
XO : Warbird cloacking Sir ... No wea[pons threat as of ... NOW .. warbird cloacked.
Ens Heinlein
Captain : <w>I would advise against fawning on him ...but tell him that you will return the courtesy to him if and when you can 
Lt. McDowell
::lets out sigh of relief::
Cmdr. Dresden
CDR. Mitchell: do you have the terrorists on board?
Ltjg Ber
Cap: Warbird has powered its quantum singuarity and is leaving the area
AGM
=/\=/\=/\= End Mission =/\=/\=/\=
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